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Here you can find the menu of The Golden Ocean in South Somerset. At the moment, there are 16 courses and
drinks on the menu. You can inquire about seasonal or weekly deals via phone. What User likes about The

Golden Ocean:
The best chinese in ilminster. My family orders it every week and we loved it! The food quality was great and

always delicious. The counter staff was very polite and lovely. Keep up the good work ! read more. What User
doesn't like about The Golden Ocean:

Had a takeaway a few weeks before and it was lovely, more expensive than others but worth it. However decided
to treat the family spending £40 who were jubious from a previous bad experience they'd had there Convinced
them, then was embarrassed All the tubs were half the size with no juice/liquid, very little ingredients in them
Chips were over cooked, almost burnt Crispy beef was like a pork scratching Luckily was m... read more. The

The Golden Ocean originating from South Somerset offers various fine seafood menus, Many guests are
especially looking forward to the experience of versatile, fine Chinese cuisine. As a rule, most menus are
prepared quickly for you and served, Among the visitors, especially tasty juices are highly sought after.
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Appet�er�
SPRING ROLLS

�ngerfoo�
CALAMARES

Beilage� un� �tra�
SOJASAUCE

Nude�-Reisgericht�
CHOW MEIN

Frie� Ric�
FRIED RICE

Ingredient� Use�
SEAFOOD

DUCK

CHICKEN

ONION

BEEF

MUSHROOMS

MEAT

PRAWNS

PORK MEAT

CORN

CARROTS
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